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With the development of communication technology, the use of mobile phone is 
increasingly popular and more and more phone functions have been offered. The 
reason of such phenomenon, not only because of the improvement of the function of 
the mobile phone itself,but also of the more and more applications of the mobile 
phone. Now mobile games, one of the mobile phone applications, was the most 
popular one,getting more attention from all the aspect.  
But there are some problems lie in the traditional development of the mobile 
games,that is,the traditional one has to be developed in a long period and costly.The 
main reason of these problems is that there are so many repeated works and low resue 
rate of code resources between games in the traditional way.  
And this paper studies mainly throught analying the common parts of the 
developed Action games in the mobile phone,then design an Action mobile game 
engine to improve the development efficiency of game developers. In this paper, 
Action mobile game engine was studied, designed and made, and a demo version 
game was made based on this engine. 
 
 Study steps:  
1. Analysing the current status of mobile game industry, combining with mobile 
communications industry trends, then make the introduction and explaination of the 
development of the Action mobile game engine based on Qualcomm's platform.  
2. Analysing the features and processes of the Action mobile games, designing a 
system architecture of the Action mobile games engine in detail.  
3. Analysing the core of the game engine specificly, then design how to realise the 
elements in the games, such as protagonist, maps.  
4. Develop a demo version games, based on the game engine. 
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